Progress Report for Case 99H0030
Reoort Date

f3115/1999

!ACTION TAKEN:
General Synopsis of Incident
On 28 February 1999, your investigator along w ith Detective William F.
Southwestern Video in Arbutus, and transport one Jay W
- - o the Offices of Homicide.

sion to

M/B/19

During this interview , Wilds was advised of his Miranda Rights which he voluntarily waived and gave a
taped statement as to his involvement in this matter.
Wilds indicated that on 12 January 1999 in the evening, he had the occasion to speak with Adnon Syed
on the telephone at which time they made plans in the morning to go shopping.
The next day, Syed picked him up at his house and they both went to Westview Mall. Wilds then
transports Syed to Woodlawn High School and gives Wilds the car and cell phone. Prior to exiting the
car, Syed tells Wilds that he is going to kill Hae Lee, then tells Wilds to wait for his call around 3:30 pm.
Wilds then drives Syed's auto to Jennifer Pusateri's house and meets Jennifer's brother mark. Both
play video games until Jennifer got home from work.
At approximately 3:45 Adnan calls Wilds on Syed's cell phone which Wilds has in his possession. Syed
tells Wilds to pick him up at Edmondson Ave. and Franklintow n Road. Wilds drives Syed's car into the
city and meets him at that location where Syed pops the trunk to Hae Lee's auto. Wilds then looks in
the trunk and observes the remains of Hae Min Lee. Syed then tells Wilds to follow him, Syed driving
the victim's car and w ilds following in Syed's car to Route 70 and Cooks Lane.
At this time Adnan got into his car with Wilds driving and respond to a location called the cliff in a State
Park and both smoke Marijuana. Wilds then drives Syed back to Woodlawn High School.
Syed then calls Wilds on the cell phone and Wilds responds back to Woodlawn High and picks Syed
up. Wilds drives back to Route 70 and Syed drives the victim's car to Wilds house where Wilds obtains
digging tools. Syed then drives to Leakin Park and buries the victim in a shallow grave while Wilds
watches.
Wilds then follows Syed to 300 block of Edgewood Street in Southwest Baltimore where Syed parks the
auto. Syed gets in the auto w ith Wilds and drive off.
Wilds then contacts Jennifer Pusateri and tells her to meet them at Westview Mall in front of Value City.
Wilds gets in the car with Pusateri at which time Wilds tells Pusateri of the days events.
Investigation to continue.
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